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Abstract
The objective of this paper was to evaluate technical and economically the use of a world-class maintenance
system (WCM) in the forest skidding operations. The study was performed in a forest company located in the
state of Paraná, inside forest plantations of Pinus taeda and Eucalyptus grandis. For the purpose of analysis, the
mechanical availability, hydraulic oil consumption, average time between failures, average repair time, proactive
maintenance index and maintenance costs were evaluated during 18 months, considering the stages of
implantation, maturation and stabilization of the WCM system. As a result, there was an increase in the
percentage of mechanical availability and reduction of 47.0% in the consumption of hydraulic oil from Skidder
in the maturation stage. Also, the average time between failures and repairs increased in the maturation stage,
caused by a quality improvement of maintenance activities. Moreover, in the maturation stage there was an
increase of 45.0% in the proactive maintenance index. Additionally, it was verified that the hourly maintenance
cost was reduced by 8.0% between the maturation and stabilization stages, underlining the WCM system’s
potential to improve maintenance activities in the forest skidding operation. These results show that the WCM
system can contribute to safety in wood harvesting operations, increasing the Skidder mechanical availability
and a reducing the production costs.
Keywords: maintenance practices, preventive maintenance, mechanical
1. Introduction
In the forest sector, harvest is one of the most representative activities from the economic point of view, due to
its representation in the product final cost and also due to the risk of loss involved in this activity (Duarte, 1994;
Jacovine et al., 1997). Thus, increasing mechanization level of harvesting operations contributes to high
productivity, and also improves results considering safety, environment and costs issues (Ledoux, 2010).
In addition, during the last decades the mechanization of forest harvesting operations has evolved, encouraged by
the opening of the market for imports. Important to realize that, by using machines and equipment with complex
technologies, and because these operations are affected by variables such as operator training, forest conditions,
mechanical availability and operational efficiency, it requires an efficient maintenance management model and
specialized manpower that allow the maintenance of the expensive assets present in forest operations (Bramucci
& Seixas, 2002; Simões & Fenner, 2010; Lopes & Pagnussat, 2017).
In this context, mechanical maintenance represents the combination of administrative and technical activities
required to maintain an equipment, installation and other physical assets under operating conditions while
maintaining their activities (Muchiri et al., 2011). Kardec et al. (2002) points out that maintenance has the
attribution of restore the original conditions of the equipment and guarantee its availability, taking into account
the production process, with reliability, safety, environmental preservation and adequate costs. Paccola (2011)
adds that maintenance consists of managing teams and other resources that are available in the organization and
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in the maaintenance areea. Concerninng mechanicall maintenancee, authors thaat provided im
mportant scien
ntific
contributioons were Karddec and Nascif (2013); Dario et al. (2014); Kardec et al. ((2002).
Presently, maintenance concepts incclude “world--class maintennance” (WCM
M), which adddresses preventive
maintenannce, aiming achieve world-cclass maintenaance through pprocess leadersship, which agggregates activ
vities
from otherr maintenance programs succh as “total prooductive mainntenance” (TPM
M) (Yamashinna, 2000, Mish
hra et
al., 2006, S
Slack et al., 20008, Mishra et al., 2015).
Thereby, cconsidering thhe importance of maintenancce for forest hharvest, and aalso the relevaance of studiess that
contribute to developm
ment of foresst operations, aiming incrrease mechanical availabiliity of equipm
ment,
productivity and cost redduction, the obbjective of thiss work was to evaluate technnical and econnomic feasibiliity of
the introduuction of a worrld-class mainttenance system
m (WCM) in S
Skidder forest ooperations.
2. Materiaal and Method
ds
This researrch was drivenn in a pulp andd paper companny located in tthe state of Parraná/Brazil. Inn the study area
a, the
machines were operatinng in plantatioons of Eucalypptus grandis aand Pinus taedda species, wiith 7 and 17 years
y
respectivelly, under shallow cutting reegime, individdual average vvolume of treees varying from
m 0.36 to 0.42
2 m³,
respectivelly. Additionallly, the relief off these areas iss smoothly wavvy.
The study object was a Skidder
S
machiine with nominnal horsepoweer of 250 hp/1880 KW, Cumm
mins QSC8 Tier III
engine (diiesel), operatinng weight of 222.7 tons, equiipped with a cclaw of 1.95 m
m² of area, tiree wheels and 1501
hour workked (Figure 1). This Skidderr is used to drrag trees from the cutting arrea to the edgee of the field road,
leaving thee wood ready for
f processing (Minette et all., 1996).

machine studied in this work
Figurre 1. Skidder m
o 18
Moreover,, the research data in this sttudy is drawn from the logbbooks of the eequipment, durring a period of
months wiith the intentioon of approachhing 6 months ffor each stage and later beinng divided intoo three stages of
o the
same durattion: implantattion, maturatioon and stabilization of WCM
M activities. It iis important too remember tha
at the
implementtation stage waas characterizeed by the periood in which thee training activvities of mechaanics and operrators
began, as w
well as the acqquisition of all the necessaryy structure for tthe WCM maintenance systeem. The maturration
period was characterizedd by the imprrovement of thhe WCM, wheere the volumee of parts thatt were supposed to
have at thhe field level, level of trainning of emplooyees, types oof maintenance to be impleemented, etc. were
adequate. Finally, the sttabilization peeriod was charracterized by tthe progress oof the WCM ssystem withou
ut the
need for addjustments.
Also, the rresearch team visited the company monthhly, aiming to ccheck the proggress of mechaanical mainten
nance
operationss. In this way, each visit to thhe company laasted 10 days, with visits to field and officce operations, each
of which w
was held once a month during the 18 monthhs, so that the data collectionn counted for aabout 180 dayss.
The maintenance activitiies of WCM syystem executed were:
mediate correcction of any failure, suchh as broken pins,
 Correective maintennance: perforrmed for imm
adjustmennts of clearancees, exchange of bearings, am
mong others;
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 Preventive maintenance of lubrication system: revisions of oil change and filters change according the
machine manuals or the definition of maintenance sector;
 Failure analysis: an activity that counts on a multidisciplinary team, composed of people whit know how of
the process and methods, with rounds of discussion searching the main cause and definitive solution of the
problem. In addition, the failure analysis is a planned action that aims to prevent and evaluate nonconformities,
seeking to identify the possibility that something happens outside the planned.
 Preventive maintenance: maintenance cycle performed during eight weeks checking the equipment, where
in each week, a series of components where revised;
 Strategic reviews: performed during the dawn by specific teams composed of mechanics and welders. It
occurs in an interval of approximately three weeks, where the teams visit the equipment during two days,
performing heavy and complex works like solders.
Regarding technical analysis, we calculated the indicators of mechanical availability, average hydraulic oil
consumption, average time between failures, average repair time and proactive maintenance index.
The mechanical availability is defined as the percentage of the programmed service time in which the machine is
available to perform a certain activity, ignoring the time spent in maintenance (Rocha et al., 2009; Simones &
Fenner, 2010; Santos et al., 2013; Lopes et al., 2016; Guedes et al., 2017) and is calculated by the expression:
MA = (WH-MH)/WH × 100

(1)

Where, MA = Level of Mechanical Availability (%); WH = Working Hours; and MH = Maintenance Hours.
The average consumption of hydraulic oil was calculated using an equation based on Simões et al. (2010);
Nascimento et al. (2011) and Simões et al. (2014):
HOC = MHO/H

(2)

Where, HOC = Average Hydraulic Oil Consumption (liters/hour); MHO = Monthly Consumption of Hydraulic Oil
(liters); and H = Monthly Working Hour.
The mean time between failures (MTBF) is calculated by the relation between the total number of working hours
available for the machine or equipment and the number of corrective maintenances performed in the period,
obtained by the expression (Kumar et al., 1999; Braglia et al., 2012, Wienker et al., 2016):
MTBF = AWH/CM

(3)

Where, MTBF = Average Time Between Failure (hours); AWH = Available Working Hours; and CM = number
of corrective maintenances performed.
The mean time to repair (MTTR) is the ratio of the hours of corrective maintenance performed in relation to the
number of corrective maintenances performed in the analyzed period, and is calculated using the following
expression (Meng, 1995; Braglia et al., 2012):
MTTR = HCC/CM

(4)

Where, MTTR = Mean Time to Repair (hours); HCC = Hours of Corrective Maintenance; and CM = number of
corrective maintenances performed.
The proactive maintenance index (PI) is the ratio between the proactive maintenance time (preventive
maintenance) and the total maintenance time in each machine or equipment, which is calculated using the
following expression:
PI = (PMT/TMT) × 100

(5)

Where, PI = Proactive Maintenance Index (%); PMT = Proactive maintenance time (hours); and TMT = Total
maintenance time (hours).
Regarding economic analysis, the maintenance cost for the machine was calculated considering the costs of staff,
materials, external services and support, these are the variables that the company under study uses in its operations.
The staff cost aggregates expenses with salaries, social charges, benefits provided by the company (such as profit
sharing), and expenses with training and retraining of the maintenance team. The monthly total values were
divided by the number of hours worked with the equipment studied, according to the equation:
SC = (S + SC + B + TR)/H

(6)

Where, SC = Staff Cost ($/hour); S = Salaries ($); SC = Social Charges ($); B = Benefits ($); TR = trainings ($) and
H = Monthly Working Hours.
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The material costs refer to consumption of spare parts, water, fixed capital, warehouse management and costs of
the purchasing sector (Equation 7):
MC = M/H

(7)

Where, MC = Material Costs ($/hour); M = Materials ($) and H = Monthly Working Hours.
The cost of external services refers to the monthly values of contracts with outsourced companies responsible for
services such as equipment washing, welding, oil analysis and other activities, which were then divided by the
hours worked during the analyzed period (Equation 8).
CES = OC/H

(8)

Where, CES = Cost of External Services ($/hour); OC = Outsourced Companies ($) and H = Monthly Working
Hours.
Regarding the support costs, we considered like input costs with support vehicles, truck train, welding cart, and
warehouse, which composed the following equation.
SUC = IC/H

(9)

Where, SUC = Support Cost ($/hour); IC = Input Costs and H = Monthly Working Hours.
Then, for the total cost of maintenance, all the costs detailed above were considered together and calculated by
the expression:
TMC = SC + MC + CSE + CA

(10)

Where, TMC = Total Maintenance Cost ($/he); SC = Staff Cost ($/he); MC = Material Cost ($/he); CES = Cost of
External Services ($/he) and SUC = Support Cost ($/he).
For the statistical validation of the work, a completely randomized design with factorial arrangement was used,
where three treatments with six replications were tested. The treatments represented the combination of Skidder
machine applied to the three stages of WCM system (implantation, maturation and stabilization). Equally, for the
MTTR, the same type of analysis was performed, however, a total of two treatments with five replications were
applied, and the treatments represent the combination of Skidder machine applied to the two stages (maturation
and stabilization). During the implementation period of the WCM it was not possible to collect the MTTR
information, since the operators were still in training, in this way, we opted for the exclusion of the period so as
not to prejudice the analysis.
Additionally, an Analysis of Variance was applied to the obtained results. First, the variances of the treatments
were evaluated for their homogeneity using the Bartlett test. Then, the variables whose variances were
homogeneous had the effects of the treatments tested using the F test. Finally, when the results revealed
statistically significant differences between treatment means, the means were compared by the Tukey’s test (p
value < 0.05).
3. Results and Discussion
The WCM maintenance system was generally successful. As can be seen in Figure 2, the mechanical availability
of Skidder increased in response to the investment made, but it was not possible to detect significant statistical
difference between the stages (Implantation 89.8, maturation 91.5, Stabilization 90.9) by the Tukey test (p value
< 0.05). However, this result has practical relevance, since it allows to infer that with preventive actions it is
possible to increase the mechanical availability of the forest extraction machines.
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Figuree 2. Skidder m
mechanical avaiilability studieed in the WCM
M system stagess
This resultt can be explaiined by the facct that a field w
warehouse wass installed conttaining the maain turning parts, so
that parts were availablee in the field when there w
was some correective maintennance, thus avooiding unnecessary
waste of tiime waiting for the parts cam
me from otherss locations.
At the sam
me time, the training
t
of staaff (mechanicss and operatorrs) was anothher factor that contributed to
o the
increase oof the mechannical availabiliity. In additioon, preventive maintenance and strategicc maintenance also
played an important rolle in the imprrovement of tthis indicator, where weeklly interventionns were performed
checking, replacing, lubricating, repaiiring and re-fittting the machhine componennts, which allowed a greater flow
of activity.
Generally speaking, the results of the m
mechanical avvailability presented values aabove 85%, cloose to that obta
ained
by Rocha et al. (2009) and
a Simões et al. (2014), whho studied forrest harvestingg machines. Thhe causes that most
affected m
mechanical availability weree similar to tthose found inn Rocha et all. (2009), wheere the inadeq
quate
operation oof the machinee and incorrect lubrication reesulted in a deecrease of mecchanical availaability. Importa
ant to
realize thaat the lack of cleaning
c
of the machine as w
well as the nonn-fulfilment of the maintenannce proceduress also
contribute to the reductiion of mechannical availabiliity, reducing tthe reliability of the operatiion, equipmen
nt life
and operattional safety.
In the Figuure 3 is shownn the results oof Skidder hyddraulic oil connsumption in tthe three stagees evaluated. Itt is a
reduction in the consum
mption of hyddraulic oil in the maturatioon stage of thhe WCM systtem, also showing
significantt difference (Im
mplantation 0.19, maturationn 0.10, Stabilizzation 0.07) byy the Tukey tesst (pvalue < 0.05).

Figure 3. Skkidder hydraullic oil consum
mption (HOC) sstudied in the W
WCM system stages
These valuues are mainlyy due to the perrformance of ppreventive maiintenance, whiich eliminatedd repairs and allso to
the occurrrence of worn hoses, as welll as the reestaablishment of parts that hadd slack, which caused leakag
ge of
hydraulic oil, causing prremature wearr. As a result, there were a reduction on tthe consumption of hydrauliic oil
(0.12 literss of hydraulic oil per hour w
worked).
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Regardingg the results off the MTBF inddex, shown in Figure 4, the W
WCM system allows a consiiderable increa
ase in
the intervaal of occurrennce between ffailures of thee studied machine, showingg improvemennt of 31.0% in
n the
stabilizatioon stage compparing to the implantation stage, showing significant ddifference (Im
mplantation 31.64a,
maturationn 40.85b, Stabiilization 45.900b) by the Tukeey test (pvalue < 0.05).

me Between Faailure (MTBF) for Skidder m
machine studiedd in the WCM system stagess
Figurre 4. Mean Tim
This increease in the inteervals betweenn failures can be explained by the prevenntive maintenaances, staff training
and implaantation of thee field warehoouse. Must bee rememberedd that, during the period off implantation
n, the
employeess still did not have
h
adequatee training, fieldd storage, and an ideal dimeensioning of thhe parts needed for
the activityy.
In this wayy, a variation between 31 annd 45 hours w
was considered,, considering tthe adverse opperating condittions,
working uup to 18 hours a day throughhout the year. Almeida (20113) studying m
methodologies of maintenance in
agriculturaal tractors obtaained an averaage MTBF of 509, 239 and 122 hours in tractors of 1355 CV, 115 CV
V and
100 CV, rrespectively. Itt is important to remember that, besides the small sizee of the tractoors, they performed
slight operrations, differeent from the forest operationss, in which thee machines opeerated under haard conditions.
The valuess presented in Figure 5 show
w the results oobtained for the MTTR indiccator (mean tim
me to repair) in the
maturationn and stabilizaation stages off the WCM system. As can be seen, theree was an increase in the mac
chine
repair tim
mes, which preesented an aveerage 14% hiigher during tthe stabilizatioon period of tthe WCM sysstem.
However, these results did
d not present a significant ddifference by tthe Tukey test (pvalue < 0.05)..

Figgure 5. Mean tiime to repair (MTTR) for thee Skidder macchine studied inn the WCM syystem stages
WCM system aallowed a channge in the com
mpany’s culturre, as evidence
ed by
In essencee, the results shhow that the W
the increasse in preventivve maintenancce (total increaase of more thhan 50%). There was statistically differenc
ce by
the Tukey test (p value < 0.05).
0
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Figure 6. Proaactive maintennance index for the skidder m
machine studieed in the WCM
M system
The increaase was a resullt of various prreventive mainntenance intervventions carried out with the introduction of
o the
WCM systtem, which contributed to a reduction in thhe number of ffailures to all sstudied machinnes. Notably, in the
WCM systtem, wheneverr the componeents such as hooses, pins, repaairs, bearings, pistons, amonng others, prese
ented
wear, theyy were evaluaated during preeventive mainntenance and, if necessary, these items w
were replaced, thus
reducing thhe occurrence of maintenancce (non-scheduuled correctivee maintenance)).
When anaalyzing from the economicc perspective, the stabilizattion stage of the WCM syystem presentted a
reduction oof 5% in mainntenance cost pper hour workeed compared too the implantation stage, andd a reduction of
o 8%
compared to maturation stage, yet bothh results withoout statistical ddifferences by tthe Tukey test (pvalue < 0.05).

T
maintenaance cost for thhe skidder macchine studied inn the WCM syystem
Figure 7. Total
This resultt is explained by
b the investm
ment in hiring specialized staaff, training opperators and m
mechanics, purc
chase
parts and ttools for invenntory formationn, since over tiime it was possible to improvve the structurre of the wareh
house.
Indeed, theese numbers shhould be considered relevannt since, with thhe introductionn of a maintennance system based
b
on prevenntive maintenannce, there waas an effectivee reduction in the cost of m
machine maintenance, which
h can
represent tthousands of dollars
d
per yearr and guaranteee the return off investments m
made.
The valuess obtained werre above the coosts observed by Lopes et all. (2014), studdying the Skiddder forest tracttor in
the extracttion of wood, where they obbserved an aveerage maintennance cost of $$26.88 per houur worked, tottaling
approximaately 50% of thhe total cost off the machine.
Overall, other studies haave demonstraated that the ssensitivity of thhe type of maaintenance useed depended on
n the
operating conditions of each companyy, such as trainning level of m
mechanics andd operators, loggistics of supp
ply of
parts and ffuels, size of the
t maintenancce structure inn the field, am
mong others (M
Malinovski et aal., 2006; Fiedller et
al., 2008; Lopes et al., 2008; Fernandes et al., 20009; Schettino et al., 2015), which togetheer or alone en
nd up
neutralizinng any chance of cost reductiion and increased availabilityy mechanics oof wood harvessting machiness.
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4. Conclusions
In the final analysis, the WCM system provided an increase in the mechanical availability of Skidder machine,
indicating the possibility of increase the wood drag operation, since more hours of the machine are available for
the operation.
Besides, preventive maintenance proved to be fundamental for the results obtained, once allowed the realization
of terminal re-fitting, replacement of hoses and also repairs in the ones that presented wear, thus avoiding oil
leakage during operation.
Regarding the MTBF, MTTR and proactive maintenance index indicators, the results were worse during the first
stages, explained by the lack of structure in the initial months. However, in the stages of maturation and
stabilization, the results surpassed the marks obtained in the implantation stage, showing the evolution of the
WCM system in a short period of time.
All things considered, the reduction of Skidder’s maintenance cost in the stabilization stage demonstrates that the
application of preventive maintenance practices offers concrete possibilities of better financial results to the
company by reducing its production costs.
Also, the WCM system improved safety results in the operations, contributing to a longer machine life.
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